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The Future of US Military Aircraft Procurements

Aircraft Type Service
(# of a/c, unit cost)

Replacing Entry into
Service

F-22 Air superiority
USAF

(333, $83.6M)
Source (http://www.f22-raptor.com)

F-15

2006

F-18 E/F Naval Fighter/Strike
US Navy

(545, $48.5M)

F-18 C/D
F-14

2005

JSF
Air Combat, Strike,

Tactical Support

USAF (1760, $28M)
US Navy (480, $38M)
Marines (480, $35M)
UK Navy (60, $38M)

F-16, A-10
F-18 C/D, F-14
F-18 C/D, AV-8

Sea Harrier
2008

Source: www.airforce-technology.com/projects/jsf/index.html,          www.military.cz/accessories/prices/prices_en.htm

The JSF would complement the F-22 and the F-18 E/F in service with the
USAF and with the Navy. On the other side it would be the primary machine
for both the Marines and the UK Royal Navy

(Boeing web site)
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Why JSF?

 The main goal of the JSF program is

AFFORDABILITY
by reducing the:

1) development costs

2) production costs

3) costs of ownership

of the JSF family.

Affordability is guaranteed by the fact that the 3 Services share
development and production costs on the basis that the JSF versions

will have a 70-90% commonality
Source: www.jast.mil/IEFrames.htm
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Brief History of the JSF Program

1993

McDonnelDouglas and
Northrop Merge

1994 1996

Proposal
Evaluation

Award of
CDP Contract*

Boeing x-32

Lockheed X-35

2001

Selection of Winner

*CDP Contract requires the
construction of 2 a/c per team
to demonstrate:

1) commonality/modularity of
    JSF family

2) STVL capability

3) low speed carrier approach
    and handling qualities

Source: www.jast.mil/IEFrames.htm

It is interesting to note how the configuration of the Lockheed has changed
since the beginning of the project; initially the Lockheed concept had
foreplanes that disappeared by the end of 1996. Also the Boeing concept was a
delta wing without any clear fuselage.

The four companies that initially submitted the proposals offered four different
concepts for vertical lift:

Boeing => the proven direct lift
Lockheed => innovative lift fan
Northrop => lift+lift/cruise (i.e. one main engine plus a smaller engine

dedicated to vertical lift as in the YAK-141)
 MDA/BAe => gas-driven lift fan

Once MDA/BAe joined the Northrop group they kept the lift+lift/cruise
concept.

After the MDA/BAe proposal did not win the CDP contract MDA was
acquired by Boeing. It is ironic that MDA, the developer together with BAe of
the AV8-B which employs direct lift, did not opt for this form of powered lift
that resulted to be one of the two winning design concepts; with the acquisition
of MDA, Boeing, the supporter of the direct lift system, obtained valuable
expertise in the area of direct lift.
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Where the Two Concepts Come From

Lockheed hired the
Yakovlev Design Bureau
as a Consultant During
the development
Stages. The
RR-developed
3-bearing swivel
nozzle is patterned
along the YAK-141

Northrop design
featured a
lift+lift/Cruise system as
the YAK-141

MD/BA opted for a gas-
driven lift -fan

Boeing Direct Lift
design is a derivative of
the proven RR-
developed direct lift
system used by the
Harrier
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Where the Two Concepts Come From

Source: www.vtol.org
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The Two Contenders: Boeing and Lockheed

Boeing

Lockheed

1) Single engine
(both use the same P&W119 core)

2 ) Single Pilot

3) Stealthy
These actually are requirements
specified in the CDP contract

Commonality of the Two Aircraft

All Versions:

CTOL, STOL, CV

Main Design Difference: STOL version

Boeing

Lockheed

Direct Lift:

Lift Fan

Derivative of the proven RR
direct lift  concept used in the
Harrier

Innovative concept for a western
fighter (but already used in
Yakovlev fighters)
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A Brief Comparison of Two Generations of VTOLs
Sea Harrier/ AV-8B Boeing X-32 (VTOL version)  Lockheed X-35 (VTOL version)

No. of Pilots 1 1 1
No. of Engines 1 1 1

Entry into Service 1993 (BII Plus) 2008 2008
Unit Cost $23.7M $35M $35M

Thrust 21.5k-23.4k lbf
(9.76k-10.62k kg)

Ca. 40k lbf
(18.16k kg)

Ca. 40k lbf
(18.16k kg)

Wingspan (VTOL)
                  (CTOL)

30.3 ft (9.24m) 30ft (9.1m)
36ft (11m)

33 ft  (10.05 m)

Wing Area 201.1 ft2

(18.7m2)
540 ft2

(50 m2)
460 ft2

(42.7m2)
Aspect Ratio 4.57 1.66 (2.42) 2.4

Wing Sweep (1/4 chord) 38 deg. 41.1 deg. 24.6 deg.
t/c N/A N/A N/A

Taper ratio 0.41 0.23 0.27
Length 46.3 ft (14.11 m) 45ft (13.7 m) 50 ft 9 in  (15.47 m)
Height 12ft 2in (3.71 m) 13ft  (4.0 m) 13 ft (4.0 m)

MTOW (STO)
               (VTO)

26,200 lb (11,884 kg)
17,620 lb (7,992 kg)

50,000 lb (22,700 kg)
40,000 lb (18,160 kg)

50,000 lb (22,700 kg)
40,000 lb (18,160 kg)

OWE 14,585 lb (6,616 kg) 20,000 lb (9,070 kg) 20,000 lb (9,070 kg)
Max Fuel Capacity 5,182 lb (2,351 kg) 15,000 lb (6,810 kg) 15,000 lb (6,810 kg)

Span Loading @MTOW 864.7 lb/ft 1666.7 lb/ft 1515.2 lb/ft
Wing Loading @MTOW 130.3 psf 92.6 psf 108.7 psf

T/W @ MTOW (STO)
                            (VTO)

0.821
1.220

 Ca. 0.80
1.00+

 Ca. 0.80
1.00+

Interditction Range 454 nm (841 km) 600 nm (1,111 km) 600 nm (1,111 km)
Ferry Range 2,100 nm (10,400 km) N/A N/A

Max Mach Number: S/L
             Altitude

0.94
0.97

>1.50 >1.50

STO run @MTOW 1,000 ft
(305 m)

N/A N/A

Source: www.av8b.org/website/us/aircraft.htm    Jane’s All The World’s Aircraft, 2000-2001 Edition

F-15: 73.4 psf
F-16: 87 psf
F-22: 71.5 psf
all in air
superiority
configuration

Notes:

- JSF fighter have double the MTOW of the Harrier.

- Wingspan of JSF is the same as that of the Harrier but wing area is double
thus producing a relatively low wing loading and small AR.

-Large difference in wing sweep between the Boeing and the Lockheed JSF.

- Payload capability of VTOL JSF is extremely larger than that of the Harrier.
This indicates a much improved vertical lift propulsion system. But Boeing is
using direct lift as the Harrier => is it going to work?

- Range of the JSF for a typical interdiction mission is 25% larger than the
Harrier

- Obviously the Harrier is a subsonic/transonic jet fighter while the JSF will be
capable of dashing at Mach 1.5 or higher.

- It is impossible to establish with accuracy the T/W at MTOW for the JSF
since the figures for the thrust of the PW119 and for the MTOW are just
approximate values.

-Cost of JSF is sensibly higher than the Harrier but the JSF is a more capable
a/c, it can fly supersonic and, overall, it is stealthy. Good value for money!
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How the VTOL Compares with Other A/C

Source: Darrol Stinton, “The anatomy of the Airplane”, 2nd Edition, AIAA Publilcations

X-32, x-35
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Comparison of Two Generations: Static Margin and Cdo
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Harrier/AV-8B

Boeing x-32

Lockheed x-35

Static Margin Cdo
(Ma=0.70, h=30,000ft)

0.00 Neutrally Stable

0.011340.296 unstable
(tailless Conc. Dem.. is 0.264 unstable)

0.224 unstable 0.0146

0.0185

Source: VLMpcv2 and friction Fortran program, downloadable from:   www.aoe.vt.edu/aoe/faculty/Mason_f/MRsoft.html
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Comments:

- Static margin for Harrier as predicted by VLMpc seems reasonable since the a/c is
a second generation fighter and originally it did not have a digital control system that
could make it fly unstable. 0 static margin would guarantee a high level of
maneuverability without rendering it impossible to fly with a conventional control
system. Note that the AV8-B Plus II has a digital control system

- The static margins for the Boeing and  the Lockheed a/c as predicted by VLMpc
seem high. Even thought the numerical results for the static margin might be off we
can still use them to recognize a trend; both the Boeing and the Lockheed a/c are
unstable. The Lockheed a/c is less unstable than the Boeing. The Boeing (tailless)
demonstrator is slightly less unstable than the production x-32.

- Zero-lift drag coefficients evaluated using the program “friction” are somewhat
low. This trend might be due to the difficulty in properly evaluating the surface areas
of the a/c from the data/sketches available.

- It is somewhat surprising to notice that the drag coefficient for the x-32 is lower
than that for the x-35 since the Boeing a/c looks to the eye more “draggy” than the
Lockheed. As expected the friction drag of the Harrier is higher than that of the other
two a/c.
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Comparison of Two Generations: Planform and Span Load
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Size and Planform comparison of the
three VTOL jets. Note that
Harrier/AV8-BII and Boeing x-32
have the same wing planform

Wing Loading Distribution

New generation VTOL fighters have
got “better” wing loading distribution
than Harrier for improved cruise
performance
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Comments:

- Plan-form superposition shows the overall larger dimensions of the JSF compared
to the Harrier. Especially the wing of the JSF is more than double that of the Harrier
so that in spite of the JSF having a MTOW twice as large as the Harrier the wing
loading is much lower thus making it a much more maneuverable fighter.

- Wing loading distribution plot shows the better distribution of the JSF fighters
achieved by blending the wing and the fuselage. The Harrier lacks such a blending
and its wing loading distribution shows a hump corresponding to the fuselage.
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Comparison of Two Generations: cl/CL distribution

JSF planes show a better cl distribution than the Harrier with:
- lower clmax (lower risk of stalling the wing for a given CL)
- smoother decrease of cl than the Harrier due to the interference
of the fuselage. The smother distribution of cl is a  consequence
of blending the fuselage and the wing

However Boeing a/c has better (smoother) cl/CL distribution
than the Lockheed plane. It is evident from frontal view of a/c
that the x-32 has a more integrated wing-fuselage intersection
than the x-35 that improves the cl/CL distribution

cl Distribution
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Partially  blended
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Lack of blending between
wing and fuselage
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Aircraft Data Used as Input to VLMpcv2

Calculation of Neutral Point position for Harrier using VLMpc
scaling factor = 0.8021m/cm

point # x y x y
[cm] [cm] [m] [m]

1 0 0.00 7.45953 0.0000
2 0.95 0.50 6.69754 0.4011
3 4.2 0.50 4.09071 0.4011
4 4.2 0.90 4.09071 0.7219
5 7.45 0.90 1.48389 0.7219
6 10.2 4.70 -0.72189 3.7699
7 11.8 4.70 -2.00525 3.7699
8 11 0.60 -1.36357 0.4813
9 14.5 0.60 -4.17092 0.4813
9 14.5 0.00 -4.17092 0.0000
9 14.5 0.60 -4.17092 0.4813
10 16.05 2.70 -5.41418 2.1657
11 16.75 2.70 -5.97565 2.1657
12 16.35 0.00 -5.65481 0.0000

English SI
W = 22026.432lb 10000 N
S = 201.1 ft2 

18.68 m2

cmac = 8.872 ft 2.7 m
Cr = 12.11 ft 3.69 m
Ct = 4.46 ft 1.36 m

b= 25.26 ft 7.7 m
ymac= 5.3443041ft 1.6289 m

sweep = deg 38

Ma = 0.7 0.7
h = 30000 ft 9144 m
a = 994.85 ft/s 303.2 m/s
v = 696.395 ft/s 212.3 m/s

rho = 0.00088 slug 0.45831 kg/m3 

q = 213.38504psf 10324.54Pa

Cl = 0.513

VLMpc output
xCG/c = -0.34

Cm/CL = 0
Cl/  = 3.31898

xnp/c = -0.34

Calculation of Neutral Point position forx-35 using VLMpc
scaling factor = 0.9571m/cm

point # x y x y
[cm] [cm] [m] [m]

1 0 0.00 9.18816 0.0000
2 1.1 0.45 8.13535 0.4307
3 4 0.75 5.35976 0.7178
4 3.5 1.25 5.83831 1.1964
5 7.8 2.05 1.72278 1.9621
6 9.35 5.20 0.23928 4.9769
7 11.75 5.20 -2.05777 4.9769
8 12.7 1.35 -2.96701 1.2921
9 12.7 0.00 -2.96701 0.0000
10 12.7 1.35 -2.96701 1.2921
11 14.4 3.80 -4.59408 3.6370
12 15.1 3.80 -5.26405 3.6370
13 15.9 1.15 -6.02973 1.1007
14 13.3 0.70 -3.54127 0.6700
15 13.3 0.00 -3.54127 0.0000
16 11.1 1.25 -1.43565 1.1964
17 13.4 2.40 -3.63698 2.2970
18 14.5 2.40 -4.68979 2.2970

19 13.9 1.25 -4.11553 1.1964
20 11.1 1.25 -1.43565 1.1964

English SI
W = 39647.577lb 18000 N

S = 450 ft2 41.81 m2

cmac = 14.963 ft 4.6 m
Cr = 21.19 ft 6.46 m
Ct = 5.81 ft 1.771 m

b= 32.97 ft 10.05 m
ymac= 6.6778106ft 2.0354 m

sweep = deg 24.6

Ma = 0.7 0.7
h = 30000 ft 9144 m

a = 994.85 ft/s 303.2 m/s
v = 696.395 ft/s 212.3 m/s

rho = 0.00088 slug 0.45831 kg/m3 

q = 213.38504psf 10324.54Pa
Cl = 0.413

VLMpc output
xCG/c = -0.38

Cm/CL = -0.22408
Cl/  = 3.31898

xnp/c = -0.15

Calculation of Neutral Point position for x-32 using VLMpc
scaling factor = 1.215m/cm

point # x y x y
[cm] [cm] [m] [m]

1 0 0.00 8.99100 0.0000
2 1.3 0.50 7.41150 0.6075
3 3.75 1.30 4.43475 1.5795
4 8.3 4.50 -1.09350 5.4675
5 9.9 4.50 -3.03750 5.4675
6 8.75 1.30 -1.64025 1.5795
7 8.75 0.00 -1.64025 0.0000
8 8.75 1.30 -1.64025 1.5795
9 10.9 2.65 -4.25250 3.2198
10 11.45 2.65 -4.92075 3.2198
11 11.9 1.30 -5.46750 1.5795
12 11.55 0.50 -5.04225 0.6075
13 10.3 0.50 -3.52350 0.6075
14 10.3 0.00 -3.52350 0.0000

English SI
W = 39647.577lb 18000 N

S = 540 ft2 50 m2

cmac = 17.893 ft 5.5 m
Cr = 25.71 ft 7.837 m
Ct = 5.98 ft 1.8225 m

b= 36.09 ft 11 m
ymac= 7.1497255ft 2.1792 m

sweep = deg 41.1

Ma = 0.7 0.7
h = 30000 ft 9144 m
a = 994.85 ft/s 303.2 m/s

v = 696.395 ft/s 212.3 m/s

rho = 0.00088 slug 0.45831kg/m 3 

q = 213.38504psf 10324.54Pa

Cl = 0.344

VLMpc
xCG/c = -0.66

Cm/CL = -0.29568
Cl/  = 3.25195

xnp/c = -0.36
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Two Brains, One Heart: PW119

Source: www.jast.mil/Programs/Briefings/jsf_program_brief.pdf

- The core engine is a derivative of the PW119 used on the F-22 (40,000lb thrust class)
- Commonality and cost reduction major factors in choice of engine

Boeing’s and Lockheed's PW119 share the same:
1) Compressor
2) Combustor
3) HP turbine

But each company is using different:
1) LP turbine

2) Nozzles
3) VTOL components

In spite of P&W being selected by both Boeing and Lockheed as the JSF
engine the Pentagon awarded GE a contract to keep the development of the
competing GE120. In fact the goal of the JSF propulsion system development
is to produce two competitive, multi-service, physically and functionally
interchangeable propulsion turbo-machinery designs, both compatible with the
Rolls-Royce STOVL components. As in the case of the P&W119 engine, GE
is teamed with RR to develop the engine.

With this alternative contract the Pentagon  wants to minimize the risks of
relying the whole JSF program on only one newly designed (and hence
unproven) engine.
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Two Brains, One Heart: PW119

Source: www.jast.mil/Programs/Briefings/jsf_program_brief.pdf

CTOL/CV

Boeing PW119 Lockheed PW119

VTOL
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Boeing Solution to VTOL: Direct Lift

Source: www.jast.mil/Programs/Briefings/jsf_program_brief.pdf

Boeing propulsion system
is developed by:

Workshare: - P&W: component design, fabrication and testing of engine
                      - RR: lift system and spool duct
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Integrating Airframe, Engine and Direct Lift

Source: www.boeing.com/defense-space/military/jsf/images/STOVL_directLift.jpg

Boeing x-32 VTOL version with F119 engine

Total VTOL specific hardware
weighs just 600lb!
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Some Details of the Boeing Direct Lift System

Source: www.vtol.org.Lockheed.htm

- Primary vertical lift is produced by the two swivel nozzles located just aft of the a/c CG.
Nozzles can be rotated from 45deg aft to 10deg fwd of vertical. When nozzles in operation the
main cruise nozzle is in the fully closed position. Nozzles are stored at the 45deg position
behind bay doors when in normal cruise conditions.

- Pitch and yaw is guaranteed by separate auxiliary nozzles located in the aft and fwd sections
of the a/c. these nozzle are supplied with air from the fan. When in normal cruise conditions
butterfly valves close the ducts and the exit of the auxiliary nozzles are covered by doors in
order to reduce drag and radar signature

- Roll control is generated by roll tubes and nozzles that exhaust almost at the wingtip of the
main wing.

- Cruise Nozzle is a structurally integrated 2D design. Its convergent flaps during normal cruise
conditions control nozzle throat and exit area plus they produce 20deg pitch thrust vectoring.

- Jet screen of cold air just aft of engine inlet ducts shields the inlet from the hot gases

-Total VTOL specific hardware weighs ca. 600lb.

- Inlet System is divertless and bleedless. Compression of the supersonic flow to subsonic
speed is produced by an internal bump on top of inlet. The single-piece, composite inlet
cowling translates fwd during vertical flight to increase inlet area.
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Why Direct Lift?

Source: www.boeing.com/defense-space/military/jsf/direct_lift.html

 Boeing justifies the Direct Lift concept with four primary reasons:

 1) Battle-Proven. The Harrier/AV-8 have been employed in the most
diverse conditions for the last 25 years, from the Falkland conflict to
Desert Storm.

2) Additional propulsion components for the VTOL version are kept to a
minimum. Weight of VTOL hardware is very small. No fast-moving or
spinning parts.

3) Maintenance for VTOL system is minimal compared to other systems;
increase in reliability and reduction in support costs

4) Boeing has got 30+ years of experience with Direct Lift systems (AV-8)
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Lockheed Solution to VTOL: Lift Fan

Source: http://www.jast.mil/Programs/Briefings/jsf_program_brief.pdf

Clutch

Workshare: - P&W: component design, fabrication and testing of engine
                      - RR: lift system and spool duct
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Integrating Airframe, Engine and Lift Fan

Source: www.vtol.org.Lockheed.htm

Lockheed x-35 VTOL version with F119 engine and Lift Fan

Details of 3-bearing swivel Nozzle
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Some Details of the Lockheed Fan Lift System

Source: www.vtol.org.Lockheed.htm

- Vertical lift is produced by the Lift Fan (approx.. 18,500 lbf of thrust) and the 3-bearing
swivel nozzle (20,000 lbf) that can deflect the thrust from horizontal to just fwd of vertical

- The Allison (RR) counter-rotating Lift Fan is located just behind the cockpit in a bay with
upper and lower clamshell doors. Variable inlet guide vanes can modulate the flow through the
fan and hence the thrust. The lift fan in engaged in 3-7 sec. by a friction/mechanical clutch.
During engagement the fan vanes are closed to reduce air flow/resistance and only 4,000hp are
transmitted by the shaft. After engagement a mechanical device locks the clutch and the full
28,000hp are transmitted through the shaft from the LP turbine to the fan at 8,500rpm.

- A telescoping D-nozzle diverges the Lift Fan thrust from vertical to almost fwd so as to help
the conversion from vertical to horizontal flight.

- An auxiliary air inlet is located on top of the fuselage so as to satisfy the engine mass flow
requirements during vertical flight.

- Roll control is guaranteed by roll nozzles located under the main wing. Pitch control is
produced by the combination of Lift Fan and main engine thrust management.

- Space occupied by Lift Fan in VTOL version is replaced by additional fuel in the CTOL and
CV versions.
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Why Fan Lift?

Source: www.lmtas.com/news/press/jsf/jsfpr010223.html, www.vtol.org.Lockheed.htm

 Lockheed justifies the Fan Lift concept with three primary reasons:

 1) Lift Fan and engine can be de-coupled thus enabling the cruise engine
to be appropriately sized from horizontal flight

2) Additional thrust produced by the Lift Fan largely exceeds the
additional weight of the fan assembly

3) Lower jet exhaust temperatures (cold air from the Lift Fan and up to
200deg less than normal exhaust temperature from the main nozzle due to
power going into the fan)  and pressures create a more benign ground
environment during hover than the direct lift system
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Why Fan Lift?

Source: AOE Seminar

 Scaling up a VTOL a/c is tricky!

We want at least to keep same T/W as previous VTOL generation, say T/W=1.2

Use Direct Lift:

Wx  is 2.0WHarrier .  =>  Tx  has to be  2.0THarrier .

But as aircraft volume (and mass!) scale with the cube of the dimensions,
surfaces scale with the square!
This simplistic rule of thumb scales an increase in a/c mass into a much greater
increase of engine x-section and jet nozzle area, i.e. :

(Sx-section new/ Sx-section Harrier)= (Wnew/ WHarrier)
3/2

This is especially detrimental for supersonic VTOL airplanes!
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New Technologies and Trends

Source: www.lmtas.com/news/press/jsf/jsfpr010223.html, www.vtol.org.Lockheed.htm

Common Features

- First time single-engine naval fighter/strike=> increased engine reliability
-Single-pilot multi-role a/c => high level of automation and improved avionics/software
-Stealth =>fuselage and canopy have sloping sides. Canopy seam and weapon bay doors
are saw-toothed. Twin vertical tails are canted at an angle

2D vectoring nozzle
Flaperons

LE and TE with same
angle to decrease radar
signature

Electro Hydrostatic
Actuators
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Question

Why a lift fan if both a/c are using the same engine
anyway?

We are lacking detailed information to answer to this question but if both a/c can
achieve the same vertical lift performance why use the lift fan with its additional

weight/volume and complexity?

Note that we are actually lacking adequate information
to make this statement. We are assuming that both a/c

can produce the same vertical thrust during vertical
flight!
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A Winner?

Impossible to say which company chose the right design

Lockheed => Large commonality of x-35 with F-22 that helps cost/risk reduction

Boeing => Proven and efficient direct lift system and innovative 2D pitch nozzle.

Final Decision will depend on many factors and not only the aerodynamic design
of the a/c (economic, political, cost, reliability, logistic)

Source: www.vtol.org/Future.htm,     Aerospace America, March 2001

During the final year of the CDP there are still very different opinions about the
future of the JSF.

Some people say Pentagon will split the contract between the two contractors in
order to sustain the industrial base and to foster future competition.

Other people say there is no room and no money for the JSF and the project
should be either canceled or the entry into service of the JSF postponed by 5~10

years.


